27/11/17 - Thank you to all those families that were able to attend our decoration making afternoon.
There were some amazing stick men and friends.
Letters and sounds - This week we are continuing to focus on ai, ee, long oo and short oo. We will
revisit all our jolly phonics each day and start to use all the letters we now know to write 3 letter words.
Handwriting – Remember we are practicing cursive letter formation every morning from 8.45 so please
make sure your child is in school on time.
PE – Wednesday morning
Reading – Everyday if possible so make
sure they have their book and reading
record.
Library – Thursday morning
Drinks – please make sure they only have
water.

Our new book is . .

We will be learning . . .
In Maths – They will use the days of the week in context, e.g. through a
story. They recognise a minute as unit of time and count actions carried
out in a minute (less than 20). They recite numbers to 20, then 100.
They can count back from at least 10 to zero. They can order numerals
to at least 10 and count up to 20 objects. They begin to estimate
quantities. They use ordinal numbers e.g 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
In Literacy – They use some clearly identifiable letters to communicate
meaning, representing some sounds correctly and in sequence. They look
at books independently, handle them carefully, know information can be
relayed in the form of print, hold books the correct way up and turn the
pages, know that print carries meaning and, in English, is read from left
to right and top to bottom.

To coincide with our nativity play
‘Hey Ewe’
We are really busy learning all the
songs and will start rehearsals this
week with the year 1 and 2 children.

Remember to bring costumes in by Thursday. We are
Angels or shoppers, shop keepers or people in a crowd.
Your child will have chosen.
This is for a traditional Nativity

